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IN HIS BOOK MANAGING TRANSITIONS: MAKING THE: MOST OF
Change, William Bridges begins by say
ing, "It isn't the changes that do you
in, it's the transitions." He goes on to
explain that change is what happens
externally, while transition is what
happens internally. Change, he says,
will not work without transition.
Successful transition depends on how well
we understand what's happening "out
there" so we can respond "in here" appropri
ately. It means letting go of something, and, at
the very least, we can define something as "the
way we've always done it."
This issue of Per6pective6 is about nothing if not
about change and transition. From our acquisition of
Principal Health Care of Florida to the impact of the
Balanced Budget Act, we are continuously moving from change
to transition. The constant movement is not without pain, but our
ability to make transitions with relative ease will define our future.
We're making great progress:
• With the Principal Health Care of Florida acquisition we've developed new
skills and earned a new reputation. We know the ins and outs of finding the right
company to purchase and move its customers into our business. And, perhaps
even more importantly, the industry knows without a doubt that we intend to
strengthen and maintain our leadership in the market. Jack Bradley shares more
about the acquisition in our OfiA Interview.
• More serious change and transition is on the horizon with Medicare + Choice.
The impact of the Balanced Budget Act - or BBA - and its subsequent
Medicare+Choice program has not been easy for us or our senior members. While
the intentions behind the new rules were noble, the reality has been a nightmare
for many HMO companies, senior beneficiaries and health care providers. To find
out more, check out "Medicare + Choice: Can we make it work for us?"
• By now, you've probably attended a training session on sexual harassment, and
for some it's meant a change in behavior and attitudes. We've chosen to reinforce
those messages in this issue. Basically, a positive work environment is everybody's
business if we're to strengthen our leadership as a company, and we're committed to
supporting efforts that help employees contribute the company's success.
• One of our favorite features is Bright Ideas, where employees share their views
on a certain topic. This time we asked about the best change at BCBSF in the last
year - and the answers are refreshing. They also reassure us that employees are
more than willing to make change work through transition.
We hope you enjoy this issue. We invite you to tell us what's on your mind by
voice at (904) 905-3047 or email (Blue Views) or fax (904) 905-6638. Or, if you prefer,
you can send us your letter to the editor (fax, email or interoffice mail - DCC 3-4). ;;
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Test
YOUR HARASSMEN.J
APJlJUDf

How much do you know about 6exual haraMment? An6wer the
tallowing que6tion6 "true" or "bal6e." The correct an6wer6 and
explanation6 tor them are below.
1. It co6t6 a company even when they "win" a haraMment ca6e.
2. Inve6tigation6 ob hara66ment complaint6 are conducted by 6upervi60r6.
3. Both men and women can be victim6 ot 6exual haraMment.
4. Quid pro quo i6 an ob6cure Latin phra6e that mean6 buy low, 6ell high.
5. £mployee6 who are the target ot unwelcomed or unwanted
behavior6 have a re6pon6ibility to 6peak up.

Manag1
PlAY .KEY r 0

lN SUPPORTl
COMPANY

"Change will no
work without
transition. Succes
transition depends o
how well we underst
what's happening

"0 lJJ J HERE"

so we can respond

"lK HERE"

appropriately."

Manager6 can help en6Ure th
work unit i6 tree urom all type6 <
ment by tallowing the6e guidelin
• Be a po6itive role model;
• Monitor the environment ot)
unit and eliminate behavion
con6titute haraMment;
• Di6courage ottice dating and
• Immediately report poMible I
to E:mployee Relation6;
• Support inve6tigation6 and a
di6ciplinary action that may
• Talk with new employee6 or n
member6 ou your unit about <
haraMment policy and guide1
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calendars, cartoons or other objects; excessive attention, such as sending
love letters; or repeated requests for dates.
"What makes this type of harassment more difficult to grasp is that the
definition of what is offensive is in 'the eye of the beholder,"' says Suzanne
Horne, assistant general counsel for BCBSF. "You may not think your jokes
are offensive, but if they make someone feel uncomfortable or are 'unwel
come,' they may constitute harassment."
BCBSF's program targets more than sexual harassment. It prohibits any
harassment based on someone's race, color, sex, national origin, marital
status, religion, age, veteran status or disability.
Offenders come in all shapes and sizes
Sexual harassment doesn't have to involve a disparity of power. While
the offender can be a supervisor, it also can be a coworker or even a non
employee, such as a customer or vendor.
Although most people think harassment involves a man harassing a
woman, the truth is anyone can harass anyone. Women can harass men,
men can harass men, and women can harass women. In fact, harassment
doesn't even have to be intentional or directed at a particular person.
Employee responsibility
When it comes to sexual harassment, employees from all departments
and all levels within the company have very specific responsibilities. First
and foremost, employees should act professionally at all times and avoid
behaviors that may harass or offend another.
If you believe you have been harassed, you have a responsibility to
inform the offender that the behavior is not welcome and request that it
not occur again. If the offender doesn't stop or you feel uncomfortable dis
cussing it with the offender, report the situation promptly to an immediate
supervisor, any member of management, the Employee Relations
Department, the Corporate Compliance Officer or the Legal Affairs Division.
"People are often afraid to report harassment for fear of retaliation or
other negative consequences, such as losing their job, being rejected by
coworkers, being labeled a troublemaker, not being believed or being
wrong,'' says Horne. "But we don't tolerate retaliation against employees
who make a complaint in good faith or who assist in an investigation."
All complaints are taken seriously. Employee Relations, in conjunction
with the Legal Department, conducts an investigation as soon as possible
after a complaint is received. As part of the investigation, Employee
Relations interviews those involved, reviews relevant documents and
takes corrective action up to termination. Involved parties are informed of
the investigation's outcome.
Employees are asked not to discuss the situation or the investigation
with coworkers so that Employee Relations can keep the complaint as con
fidential as possible.
"The message we want to convey is that Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida does not ignore this type of behavior because we care about the
well being of all our employees," says Chobanian. II
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they've oeen at BCBSF.
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However well intentioned,
the 1997 legislation that
created Medicare+Choice
precipitated the loss of
HMO coverage for 450,000
Medicare beneficiaries
nationwide, more than
66 ., 000 in Florida.

UNDER THE GLARE OF TELEVISION LIGHTS, ANITA HILL YEARS AGO FOCUSED THE NATION'S ATTENTION
on a problem that was not well understood or frequently discussed. When
she accused then U.S. Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas of sexual
harassment, news reports brought what many considered private matters
into Americans' homes.
Today, sexual harassment is no longer a taboo subject. In fact. many of
us think we know all there is to know about sexual harassment. But do
we? The answer is probably not.
A broad range of behaviors can be considered harassment. Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) has a Harassment Prevention and Training
Program in place to help employees understand what harassment is and to
make it clear that offensive behavior is unlawful and unacceptable here.
"We're taking a more aggressive approach to training than we have in
the past because we think all employees should work in a professional
environment in which they are treated with respect and dignity," says
Laurie J. Chobanian, manager, Employee Relations. "The program is
designed to support a positive work environment so that employees can
perform their jobs well and contribute to the company's success."
The updated program, which was rolled out last October, includes a ses
sion for employees and a session for managers. Participation is mandatory.
Two types of sexual harassment are illegal
Two types of sexual harassment are prohibited by federal and state law
and forbidden at BCBSF. The most recognized form - called quid pro quo
- typically occurs when one employee who has power over another bases
employment decisions or expectations on the subordinate's willingness or
unwillingness to grant sexual favors.
Examples of this type of harassment include:
• Demanding sexual favors in exchange for a promotion or raise;
• Disciplining or firing a subordinate who ends a romantic relationship; and
• Changing performance expectations after a subordinate refuses
repeated requests for a date.
If
you are breathing a sigh of relief thinking you don't engage in these
The moot recognized
types
of behaviors, think again. Sexual harassment can be less obvious, as
torm ob 6exual
when
a behavior creates a hostile environment for another employee.
hara6ment, it
These
behaviors may be verbal, visual, written or physical.
typically occun
Employees
may create a hostile environment for other employees with
when one employee
behaviors
that:
who ha6 power over
• Focus on the sexuality of another person or occur because of the
another ba6e6
person's gender;
employment
•
Are
unwanted or unwelcome; and
deci6ion6 or
•
Are
severe
enough to affect the person's work environment.
expectation6 on the
Examples
of
behaviors that may create a hostile environment include:
6Ubordinate'6
telling
off-color
jokes; repeated teasing; displaying suggestive pictures,
willingneM or
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CAN_ WE MAKE lJ WORJ< FOR US?

MITCHELL AKINS

PROVIDER LIAISON, VIRTUAL OFFICE, GAINESVILLE

THAT'S HOW MANY SENIOR CITIZENS FEEL - ESPECIALLY THOSE WHO WERE IN A MEDICARE HMO THAT
exited the market at year-end, as the government's new Medicare+Choice

"As a Provider Liaison with Virtual Office, I have the opportunity to assist

different providers' offices with their VO and business issues. I get to see
how Virtual Office is currently being used and, as new enhancements/releas
es are added, see and hear how much providers are enjoying their VO expe
riences. They are very excited about Virtual Office and the potential it offers
them. As with any new program, VO has had its problems. But, when you
look over the past year, you can see the improvements."

SHARI BACCARI

SENIOR PROJECT CONSULTANT, QUALITY MANAGEMENT, JACKSONVILLE
"I think the best change at BCBSF has been moving most of the areas of
the company in Jacksonville over to the Deerwood Corporate Campus. The
campus provides an easier way for us to meet. The closeness also facilitates
cooperation between the various divisions and that helps to move things
forward more rapidly and efficiently."

MARIA CUETO

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 8, SALES, MIAMI
"The best change I've seen at BCBSF during the last year is the continuing
development of the Geographic Business Unit concept. I can only speak for
the South GBU, but since its creation, I do know there is more communica
tion, interaction and participation between the Geographic Business Units
and Corporate than there was in the past." II

What is the

BEST
CHANGE

you ' ve seen
at BCBSF
during the
past year?

program took effect with the new year. The program Congress created in
1997 was supposed to expand the health care plan choices available to
seniors and save the federal government $115 billion over five years.
Instead, not only did new companies not step up to the table, many of
the ones who were already there left the market. Consequently, on Jan. 1
many seniors found themselves without HMO coverage and without any
choice. However well intentioned, the 1997 legislation that created
Medicare+Choice precipitated the loss of HMO coverage for 450,000
Medicare beneficiaries nationwide, more than 66,ooo in Florida.
Some seniors can't afford traditional Medicare or Medicare supplement
policies that offer fewer benefits than their former HMO plans.

Unfortunately, there are no other alternatives in the nine Florida counties

CONTINUE:D ON NCXT PAGC

hat

1S MIDlCARf CH.OlCf?

Congress created Medicare+Choice in 1997 when the Balanced Budget Act
(BBA) was signed into law. The BBA was intended to provide a foundation for
balancing the federal budget and keeping it balanced. The strategy was to
gain control of federal health care expenditures, especially Medicare. Thus,
the BBA includes a provision that created Medicare+Choice.
The Medicare+Choice program was designed to slow the projected growth
in Medicare benefit costs by $115 billion between 1998 and 2002 by cutting
reimbursements paid to hospitals, physicians and other health care
providers, and managed care plans. The program also expanded the types of

health plans that provide Medicare coverage, with the notion that savings
would accrue from increased competition among a greater number of health
care plans.
In addition to Medicare alone, traditional fee-for-service Medicare sup
plements and Medicare HMOs, options include:

• Provider-Sponsored Organizations (PSOs) - groups of doctors and
hospitals that contract directly with Medicare and form their own net

work to enroll and treat beneficiaries for a fixed, agreed-upon payment
amount. Like HMOs and other Medicare+Choice plans, PSOs assume full
financial risk for providing required Medicare benefits.
• Preferred Provider Organizations (PPOs) - groups of doctors and
hospitals that contract directly with an insurance company to serve a
group of people enrolled in that company's coverage. Rates charged for

Spring 1999
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treating enrollees are negotiated and are lower than those charged for
non-enrollees.
• Private Fee-for-Service Plans - private plans that operate like the
original Medicare plan. Beneficiaries can choose their own health care
providers. There is no limit to the amount that these plans can charge
for premiums. They pay providers a negotiated amount for each service.
Physicians cannot charge patients more than 15% above the plan's pre
agreed-upon payment.
• Medicare Medical Savings Accounts (MSAs) - an account that pays
for qualified medical expenses. Only a total of 390,000 eligible Medicare
beneficiaries will participate in this test program. Those who choose
this option purchase a high-deductible, catastrophic health insurance
policy (up to a $6,000 deductible in 1999). At the very least. the policy
covers services made available under Medicare Parts A and B, after the
deductible has been met. Medicare pays the policy premium. The

remainder of any Medicare monies left over after the premium is paid is
placed in the beneficiary's MSA, which he or she can use to pay medical
expenses. Beneficiaries may use any doctor or hospital, and there is no
limit on the amount providers may charge.
• Religious Fraternal Benefit Society Plans (RFBs) - plans offered by
IRS-qualified religious or fraternal benefit societies to members only.
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According to Karl Smith, director of Consolidated Interplan Operations,
developing a major product initiative like BlueCard PPO involves a wide
variety of internal resources. Employees from Marketing, Operations,
Membership and Billing, Legal Affairs, Health Care Services and

WE'RE SJllYlN.G
1 tt JHf MARX£ J

Geographical Business Unit Sales worked through the various issues
involved with launching this program. Smith's role involved mapping out the
project, going through the key components and implementing the program.

" The BlueCard PPO project involved significant human and technical
resources from all areas of the company. This talented group of profession
als worked closely together for almost two years to develop and implement
the program on time and within budget. It was a challenging and personally
gratifying experience," says Smith.
One infrastructure change that played a significant role in the implemen
tation of the program was the change from IDPR to I TS, says Keith Coker,
vice president, National/House Market Segment Champion, who supported
the project from the sales and marketing perspective. The old IDPR system

"Our name 6tand6 bor Mability. By pulling out when
problem6 bir6t began to appear, we would have 6hattered
our cu6tomer6 ' truM in U6 and their loyalty to U6. We
6upport the intent ob the law to move more ob the Medicare
population into HM06 or other Medicare+Choice plan6 in
order to reduce governmental expen6e6. That'6 con6i6tent
with our market Mrategy and managed care Mrategy. "

had specific limitations that didn't support a smooth interface with other
Plans on our products. With the new system, Blues Plans can more easily
interact with each other.

- W. CHARLES SCOTT
VIC E PRE SID ENT & O V E R 6 5 S E G M E NT CHAMP I O N

For Medicare IIMOs,
the c.c. choice "
1n Medicare+Choice
seems to be:
lose mone y or
lose more money.

that lost all their HMO coverage. Those who cannot afford supplement
policies that fill the gaps in Medicare coverage must rely solely on
Medicare and hope they don't get sick.
But if seniors feel trapped, so, too, are Medicare HMOs caught between
a rock and a hard place. For Medicare HMOs, the "choice" in
Medicare+Choice seems to be: lose money or lose more money.
Daunted by the specter of 830 pages of regulations filled with onerous
reporting requirements and burdensome mandates (with a promise of more
to come). unrealistic time frames for implementation, and limits on future
payments, some HMOs chose to exit the market rather than add more red ink
to an already losing proposition. Half of the states (including Florida) saw

health care companies shut down their Medicare HMO operations. At Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, we evaluate the impact on a daily basis.
Why, then. has Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's Health Options
committed to continue serving our senior customers with our Medicare [,
More product through 1999? More importantly, what will it take to stay in
the market in the year 2000 and beyond?
According to W. Charles Scott, vice president and Over 65 segment

champion, "Our name stands for stability. By pulling out when problems
first began to appear, we would have shattered our customers' trust in us
and their loyalty to us." Scott further points out: "We support the intent of
the law to move more of the Medicare population into HMOs or other
Medicare+Choice plans in order to reduce governmental expenses. That's
consistent with our market strategy and managed care strategy."
Despite the law's good intention. however. Scott says, "the law went
too far. But we need to stay in the business as long as we can in order to

be at the table to effect any change."
Melissa Rehfus, vice president. Public Policy, says when we work to

effect change, our first consideration is how it affects our customers.
Because adhering to the new regulations is costly while reimbursement is
lower. our customers would see reduced benefits and less value. Yet.
Congress intended the program to have greater benefits and more value.

The government plans to arbitrarily cap increases in payments to HMOs
for Medicare beneficiaries to a maximum of 2% per year. Limiting annual
increases ignores the realities of the marketplace. Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida believes fair and reasonable payment inflation should reflect actu-
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As with any major project initiative, the biggest challeni
ing this program were putting a high priority label on the Pi
ting the human and technical resources devoted to build t �

"A project of this magnitude is extremely complex and i
difficult to manage all the different internal resource comp

Coker. " I n addition, we had to work closely with the Associj
the technical resources from the other plans. The project w

and time consuming, but ultimately we should see a signifi<
gain and a positive impact on our financial performance."
According to Matthew McGivney, director, National Hou
Segment. one of the areas most impacted by this program v
Membership and Billing. Since this program affects all exist
accounts, new ID cards with the PPO logo had to be produc
uted to current PPO members, a process that began Jan. 1, 1
existing eligible groups and will continue through the first t
This change will affect one million members. All new accou
chase a PPO product will automatically be enrolled in the E
gram and will receive ID cards with the " PPO in a suitcase"

their geographic regions, doctors and hospitals who are part of a plan's

network will also benefit from the additional exposure to covered mem
bers, says Coker.
The added value of PPO BlueCard enhances our ability to grow market
share and boost retention of existing accounts making us more competi

tive in the marketplace.
"This program opens up new markets for us," says McGivney. "We can
now sell our PPO products to employers located here who have employees

who routinely travel or have a small number of employees living outside of
Florida. This gives us access to many Florida-based employers and gener
ates profitable new growth."
Cathy Gibson, director of Legal Affairs, also emphasizes the importance
of the program in boosting retention of our existing business.
"Our accounts don't have to look elsewhere for a PPO product. We can
now compete with other health care providers who offer PPO plans across
the country," says Gibson. 'There are more doctors in Blues plans networks

than any commercial insurer. Since we offer broader access and more avail
ability to PPO doctors. we have a significant advantage over our competition."
As Gibson explains, this latest addition to the BlueCard program is just
the next step in a constantly evolving program. As we strive to create bet
ter products to serve our customers and meet our corporate objectives.

this program will be expanded to include other products, such as point-of
service products. And, Coker adds, since we are highly respected by other
plans for our business and technical knowledge as well as the marketing

viability of these types of programs, we will be looked upon as leaders in
moving these programs forward.
Because we are health care recipients ourselves, it only makes sense
that we continue to develop programs that will provide a positive experi
ence for our members, says Gibson. "The initiative for the BlueCard pro

gram is to provide access to doctors and hospitals across the country and
give our members added value benefits that will enable them to better

manage their health care. And, in doing so. it will make us a more competi
tive and successful company. One that we can all be proud of." ;;
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The government plan6 to arbitrarily cap increa6e6 in
payment6 to HM06 bor Medicare benebiciarie6 to a
m aximum ob 2% per year. Limiting annual increa6e6
ignore6 the realitie6 ob the marketplace. Blue CroM and
Blue Shield ob Florida believe6 bair and rea6onable pay
ment inblation 6hould reblect actual medical co6t6, which are ri6ing
4%' to 6%' annually.
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��Most importantly, the
program supports our
marketing and managed care
strategies by providing a
value-added benefit and by
reducing costs. And because
it's a ne"'r way for the Blue
Plans to do business together1
it will result in making us
1nore con1petitive in the
1narketplace. Market
penetration and profitability
results are expected
to be favorable. 1'

ives

- MATTHEW McGlYMEY
DIRECTOR, N ATI O N AL/HOUSE MARK ET
SEGME N T CHAMPI O N

if you have this benefit you won't even know it's working for you.
"Members who are traveling outside of Florida can easily access the
best care available to them at the same benefit level as if they were in
Florida. They can go where they need to without worrying about having to
pay huge out-of-pocket costs or an additional bill. And they don't have to
file any claims. There's no paperwork and no hassles," says Smith.
The BlueCard PPO program offers many advantages to our group cus
tomers, too," adds Keith Coker, vice president, National House Market
Segment Champion. 'The employer benefits from the ability to access PPO
discounts of other plans when an employee uses the BlueCard PPO pro
gram, which, in turn, lowers their medical costs. Employers also continue
to receive important information on their claims that will help them man
age their benefits. The program is a "win win" for everyone involved.
Before the PPO product was developed, an in-depth analysis was done
to ensure that the product would meet our corporate objectives and fit
within our overall business plan. The BlueCard PPO program supports our
corporate objectives in several ways, according to McGivney.
"Most importantly," McGivney says, "the program supports our marketing
and managed care strategies by providing a value-added benefit and by
reducing costs. And because it's a new way for the Blue Plans to do business
together, it will result in making us more competitive in the marketplace.
Market penetration and profitability results are expected to be favorable."
The Blues brand enjoys a high recognition and image rating throughout
the country. The BlueCard PPO program will continue to enhance that
image as members experience the advantages of their PPO plan when they
travel, says Darnell Smith. As the BlueCard program evolves and plans
interact more closely with one another, customers both individuals and
groups will increasingly look at Blues plans as "worry free" providers of
access to health care.
"Our ultimate goal is to have our members think 'I don't have to worry
about my health care. I have Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida and I
know everything is taken care of'," says Smith.
Since Blues Plans across the country are considered market leaders in

A new method bor paying health plan6 penalize<\
Medicare HMO6 bor having healthy member<\. The whole
concept ob an HMO i6 preventive care to help people
May healthy. Under the new ri6k adju6tment mea6ure,
Medicare will pay private health plan6 more bor taking
care ob patient<\ who are 6ick and leM bor patient<\ who are healthy.
The problem i6 that Medicare will u6e inpatient ho6pital encounter
data to determine health 6tatu6. U6ing retro6pective ho6pital admi66ion data run6 counter to the ba6ic HMO concept. HMO6 encourage
preventive care, early diagno6i6 and treatment, and the u6e ob leM
co6tly care 6ite6 than ho6pital6.

®
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The current law put6 u6 in "monetary and criminal
jeopardy ib we are not in compliance. In bact, the
government a6ked health plan6 to 6ign an abbidavit that
they would comply with regulation<\ not yet determined
by the Health Care Financing Admini6tration.
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/he company ', deci'1on to remain in the market t�i, y:at work
f with IICFA and CongreM to bring ab�ui change ha6 receivea. a po6itiv� Jf:
re6pon6e brom the Florida Department ob In6urance and brom member6 ob
the Mate'o cong�!f6ional delegation. In addition, 6ome conceMion6 have .
"
een granted that provide additional time to meet certain requirement<\. 4t
We al�fenjoY,ea a1 robuM ri6e° in Medicare HMO enrollment. Ao.i6�nior6
-aroppe�,, brom ot{ier µlam looked bor coverage, many joined Medicare· &
ore'J. Nedrly ,f ooo 6enior6 ioined the
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al medical costs, which are rising 4% to 6% annually.
Another sticking point focuses on a new method for paying health
plans that penalizes Medicare H MOs for having healthy members. (See "for
the Record.") The whole concept of an HMO is preventive care to help peo
ple stay healthy. Currently, Medicare pays HMOs less per member than
what it actually costs to care for a beneficiary in the traditional fee-for
service Medicare plan. Nationally, the average payment to HMOs is $5,800
per year per beneficiary, but payments vary according to demographic fac
tors such as age, sex and geographic region, which factors in cost of living.
Under the new risk adjustment measure, Medicare will pay private
health plans more for taking care of patients who are sick and less for
patients who are healthy. The bonus for ill patients will vary based on the
diagnosis. For example, the payment for patients with ovarian cancer will
be higher than those with breast cancer, because medical expenses nor
mally run higher for ovarian cancer. The new payment method will be
implemented gradually over five years beginning Jan. ,, 2000. As a result,
the government expects to save $200 million next year and a total of $ 1 1 .2
billion over five years.
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''Staying in the Medicare HMO market
also will require a great effort on the
part of employees, who need to feel
empowered to make continuous
quality improvements . . . We will need
continuous improvement to s
and the employees of this com:
know best how to do that. "
- W. CJIARJ.£S SCOTT
V I CE PRESIDENT ii OVER 65 SEGMENT CHAMPION

F o r t he Rec o r d
B CB Sf C O ttGRE S SlO N_ Al Jf SJlMO N_Y O tt MID l C ARf + CHOlCf
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Judith A. Discenza,
vice president and actuary for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. Risk
adjustment is a process that varies HMO reimbursements prospectively,
depending on the expected health care needs of members. This concept is
familiar to us in the insurance business. Actuaries believe that it is important
to match revenue with risk as closely as possible.
The method scheduled to be used next year, though, could produce out
comes other than what is desired, and could ultimately cause additional
health plans to exit the program or reduce member benefits. There are three
reasons for this:
• First and foremost, the current approach to risk adjustment is biased
against managed care plans because it relies on inpatient data only;
• Second, there are unresolved data and systems questions that will accen
tuate the problems of implementing the method; and
• Third, it could lead to disproportionate reductions in payments to plans.
For these reasons, BCBS of Florida urges delaying the current risk adjust-
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ment approach so that HCFA and the industry can study, refine and test an
improved model. We believe that a refined risk adjuster - without the prob
lems of an inpatient-only approach - will ultimately help to expand benefi
ciaries choices. But implementing a flawed, interim solution will only add to
the volatility already affecting the Medicare+Choice program.
First, why is the approach flawed? The risk adjustment method to be used
for the first four years is a proxy for true risk assessment. The substitute
method uses about 12% of inpatient admission types to determine the health
status of the entire population. This means that only those seniors who have
specific types of hospital stays factor into risk determinations. Those for
whom hospital stays are shortened or avoided are assumed to be in better
than average health. Serious, chronic, costly conditions can be ignored.
Unfortunately, this approach creates incentives for increased and unneces
sary hospitalization - exactly the opposite of what managed care tries to do.
These perverse incentives happen largely because there is no risk adjust
ment ''score" for any member treated for a serious condition without a hos-

IN TODAY'S HIGHLY COMIPETITIVE HEALTH CARE MARKETPLACE, IT'S S IM PLY NOT ENOUGH TO
I
provide health care coverage at a low cost. As we continue our evolution
into a care management company, we must increase access to care, make
it simple to use and empower our members to take an active role in caring
for their health. And we must accomplish these goals while maintaining a
low cost for the value•we provide. As part of our Corporate Direction, this
philosophy is a driving force in how and the reason we develop new prod
ucts that will not only meet - but also exceed - our customers' needs
now and in the future.
Providing easy access to care, lowering medical costs and giving our
members added value were at the forefront in the development of one of
our newest products - the BlueCard PPO - introduced in January 1999. As
part of the BlueCard Program (BCP) - a program linking participating
health care professionals and Blues plans across the country - BlueCard
PPO enables us to capitalize on PPO capabilities developed by other Blues
Plans, and, in turn, reduce our members' out-of-pocket expenses and ben
efit from substantial medical cost savings.
Matthew McGivney, director, National House Market Segment, credits the
program's success to teamwork, quality and lower cost.
"The BlueCard Program has become synonymous with a portable
product," he says. "It best demonstrates how the Blues plans work
together to provide health care to our members throughout the
country. Now we've expanded this program to include PPO
providers, a move that will provide our members access to
quality care at a lower cost. Since many of our own employees are enrolled in a PPO product, this new program will
greatly benefit them, too."
With the BlueCard PPO, health care benefits travel with
members across the United States. Members who need
medical services when in another area with a BCP PPO
participating network can take advantage of the PPO level
of benefits and provider savings. And the BlueCard PPO
gives them plenty of choices - 95% of the U. S. population
are in service areas covered by Blue Cross and Blue Shield
PPOs. Members who need health care outside of Florida
simply use their ID card and call BlueCard Access at (800)
810-BLUE to locate the nearest BlueCard PPO participating
doctor or hospital. The program is identified to providers by
the "PPO in a suitcase" logo on the front of the card.
According to Darnell Smith, vice president, National
Operations, the BlueCard PPO program provides positive and
seamless service. As he explains it, the beauty of the program is that
CONTJNU[D ON NE:XT PAGE:
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Q U EST! 0 N :

What 6tep.s are we
taking to attract
Principal member.s ?

Bradley: Seventy percent of Principal's physicians and hospitals are
already in our networks. We're actively recruiting numerous Principal
providers who aren't in our networks but who treat a sizable number of
Principal members. Other Principal physicians who apply for our network
will be given serious consideration. We know that members want to keep
seeing the doctors they trust, and we take that doctor-patient relationship
very seriously.

Q U ES T I O N :

What change.s witt
BCBSF/HeaLth Option6
emptoyee6 .see a6 a
re6uLt ot the
acqui6ition?

Bradley: They may see some new faces at work because we need about
200 additional employees to service and manage the increased business.
For the employees who still work for Principal, we're helping them explore
career opportunities at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida and expect to
hire 60 to 70% of them to fill jobs here.

Q U ES T I O N :

Witt thi6 acqui.sition
re.suLt in any new
.s aLe6 opportunitie6 ?

Bradley: We're working with about 500 agents/brokers who were
working for Principal. Since we haven't worked with them in the past,
they'll open up exciting new avenues for sales.

Q U ESTI O N :

How 6houLd
emptoyee6, cu6tomer6
and the public view
thi.s acqui6ition ?

Bradley: The Principal acquisition is good news for our employees, our
more than 2 million customers and other Floridians because it helps main
tain a strong, locally focused Blue Cross and Blue Shield plan in Florida. It
shows that we're a proactive and aggressive company willing to take risks
to maintain our market leadership position. We hope the acquisition will
send the message that we'll do whatever it takes to improve our company
and the service we provide to our customers.

Q U EST I O N :

A re there more
acqui.sition.s planned
tor the tuture?

Bradley: One of our strategies includes expanding our customer base
through mergers, acquisitions or strategic alliances. We are actively explor
ing a number of corporate development opportunities. If and when we
finalize any such transaction, we would advise employees before any pub
lic announcement is made. -:;

"On the surface that sounds good," says Scott. 'The problem is that
Medicare will use inpatient hospital encounter data to determine health
status. " Using retrospective hospital admission data, Scott points out, runs
counter to the basic HMO concept. HMOs encourage preventive care, early
diagnosis and treatment, and the use of less costly care sites than hospi
tals. Under the new plan, the more an HMO keeps its members healthy and
out of hospitals, the more the HMO will be penalized. Payments for healthy
Medicare beneficiaries could decrease by 20%. Scott notes that the pay
ment model, devised by academics, is untested.
Also at issue is the question of compliance within unrealistic time
frames. The current law puts us in "monetary and criminal jeopardy if we
are not in compliance," Rehfus notes. In fact, the govern ment a.sked
health plan.s to 6ign an atUidavit that they would comply with regula
tiono not yet detennined by the Health Care Financing Admini6tration
(HCFA), the federal agency that oversees Medicare. A transition period of
one to three years to help health plans comply with the requirements
would be reasonable. We'd also like to see some flexibility in the rule that
would prohibit health plans that exit Medicare+Choice from returning to
that market for five years. The exclusion actually limits choices for
Medicare beneficiaries rather than expands them.
On a good note, the company's decision to remain in the market this
year and work with HCFA and Congress to bring about change has
received a positive response from the Florida Department of Insurance
and from members of the state's congressional delegation. In addition,
some concessions have been granted that provide additional time to
meet certain requirements.
We also enjoyed a robust rise in Medicare HMO enrollment. As seniors
dropped from other plans looked for coverage, many joined Medicare o

More. Nearly 10,000 seniors joined the plan Jan. 1.
But concern remains as to whether seniors in Medicare HMOs will be able
to continue to enjoy the same benefits and value they historically have had.
For us, the burdensome law and its onerous regulations will force us to
continually review our participation in Medicare o More. Health Options
must file its year 2000 benefits schedule by July 1 . Since last fall, we have
been analyzing ways to reduce administrative and medical costs, while
increasing revenue, to stay in the market and remain viable. On the table:
cutting benefits, raising co-payments for prescription drugs, and charging a
premium, among others.
Scott says, "We have a financial strategy that calls for this product line
to produce a certain level of operating income. We have to design a bene
fit structure for the product that is appealing to the customer and allows
us a financial return."
But business decisions stand or fall on more than dollars and cents. We
also have a strategy that focuses on developing the care delivery system that
we want, and being able to deliver hundreds of thousands of senior patients
is essential to network growth. We also always consider how any action
might impact health care, the marketplace and the competitive environment.
Staying in the Medicare HMO market also will require a great effort on
the part of employees, who need to feel empowered to make continuous
quality improvements. "There will be a continuous ratcheting down of rev
enue and continued upward pressure on medical costs, " Scott says. 'We will
need continuous improvement to survive, and the employees of this compa
ny know best how to do that. When I sit down with employees, I am always
amazed at the quality and quantity of their knowledge about their products
and services. I feel extremely proud to be associated with people like that." ;;

pital admission of two or more days. A risk adjustment method should aid
our health care system by encouraging efficient use of health care service; it
should not provide incentives for increased hospitalization, shifting valuable
revenues into less productive treatment.
That is the main reason we urge revising the current risk adjustment plan to allow for full study, refinement, and testing in a Medicare managed care envi
ronment, using both inpatient and ambulatory data. The method, not the con
cept, is faulty because it is incomplete and because it will be counter-productive.
In addition to the current model's conceptual flaws, it faces unresolved
data and systems issues. Perhaps the most serious is the Year 2000 (Y2K)
problem. As you know, Medicare sees Year 2000 compliance as important
enough to suspend a number of initiatives - including initiatives mandated
by Congress - to free resources to deal with Y2K systems issues.
A similar problem exists for plans in collecting the data needed to imple
ment a risk adjustment system. It takes major systems changes to gather,
format, and report the encounter data from providers needed for risk adjust
ment. We still have not received guidance from HCFA regarding the planned
October submission of ambulatory encounter data. Plans cannot afford to
divert Y2K resources this year.
Finally, at the same time that risk adjustment method creates incentives
to hospitalize patients - and after two years of 2% payment caps - HCFA esti
mates that its proposal will produce five-year payment reductions for

Medicare+Choice plans of $1 1.2 billion. Even with the proposed phase-in,
some of the plans that would otherwise again be capped at 2% could see
their Year 2000 payment increase entirely offset.
In Florida, the 2% cap on revenue increases has applied in every county
where our program operates; that means that the original 95% of AAPCC have
already been reduced to an average of 89%. To continue this process and
overlay risk adjustment will continue to widen the gap between FFS and
Medicare•Choice members. In fact, Miami would likely receive no increase
next year, even with 10% phase in of risk adjusters. That will bring the reim
bursement down to something like 80% to 85% of AAPCC, not the 95% familiar
to most of us.
Therefore, because of its inpatient-only flaws, its unresolved problems
with Y2K, and its compounded large impact on payment, the current
approach to risk adjustment should be delayed. We recognize that develop
ing a valid program will be technically difficult and time-consuming, but
prospective risk assessment has never been easy and inexpensive. We look
forward to a continued dialogue with HCFA to build a better approach to risk
adjustment and a more cost-effective Medicare+Choice program.
Since giving thi6 te6timony betore the U.S. Hou6e ou Repretienta.tive
Committee on Commerce in February, Judy Di6cenza ha6 retired �ram BCBSF
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B C B S F s o l i d i fi e s
p o sition with
Princip al ac quis ition
Blue CroM and
Blue Shield ob
Florida '6 asgreMi ve
ua rch tor a witable
merger, acqui6ition or
other 6tralegic
allia nce to help U6
compete in the
dynamic Florida
health care market
took a critical tu rn on
Dec. 3 1, 1 99 8, when
our HMO 6Ub6idiary,
Health Option6, Inc. ,
purcha6ed Principal
Health Care ob Florida
uor $95 m illion.
One ob the mo6t
Msnibicant event6 to
occur within the com
p any in recent hi6to
ry, the acqui6ition i6
an important bint
6tep on a road that
mo6t certainly will
include other
alliance6 and inue61ment6 60 that we can
achieve our 6trategic
soa/6 and po6ition our
company bor the next
m illennium.
We 6poke with jack
Bradley, vice pre6i
dent, Marketing
StrateSY, who lead6
the acqui6ition tea m.
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Q U ESTI O N :

Why did Health
Option6 purcha6e
Principal Health
Care ob Florida?

Bradley: We've been actively exploring ways to expand our business
so that we can continue to meet our commitment to provide affordable,
quality health care to Floridians. By acquiring Principal's Florida business,
we'll gain up to 1 50,000 members, achieve economies of scale and increase
our revenue and our ability to support new investments in information
technology and customer service capabilities.

Q U ESTI O N :

Q U ES T I O N :

How 6ignibicant i6
thi6 increa6e in
member6hip?

Bradley: It's very significant. Typically, we experience growth of 7. 5 to
8% a year. We'll increase membership 2 to 4% above our usual growth with
the acquisition alone.

Q U ESTI O N :

Q U ESTI O N :

Why i6 thi6
acqui6ition
important?

Bradley: We're the No. , health care company in the state, and we're
working hard to maintain and strengthen that position. Acquisitions like
this one are crucial to our future success. Not only will the acquisition add
to our revenue, it also will give us enough size to continue to improve our
business and our operating performance. It also tests our ability to inte
grate a new company into our existing business structure. We expect to
learn a great deal as we go through this process and enhance our ability to
acquire companies in the future.

Q U ESTI O N :

fo there 6ome a6pect
ou the Florida health
care market that
make6 acqui6ition6
like thi6 neceMary?

Bradley: There are several hundred licensed insurance companies and
about 35 licensed HMOs competing for the same business in Florida. We've
predicted that three to five major players that focus on managed care will
eventually dominate the market, and that trend has already started. Cases
in point include Humana's acquisition of PCA and Aetna's announced plans
to acquire Prudential. Even after these competitor acquisitions, we'll still
have the largest membership base in the state. But we believe the Principal
acquisition is an important step in maintaining that position.

Q U ESTI O N :

exactly what did
Health Option6
purcha6e?

Bradley: We purchased 100 percent of the common stock of Principal,
which includes the commercial member and provider contracts and HMO
licenses and certificates. The sale does not include Principal's employees,
other company assets or its Medicare risk business in north Florida.

Q U E ST I O N :

How will the
acqui6ition abbect
our bottom line?

Bradley: We expect a loss the first year only. From the year 2000 on,
we should see a profit on the Principal book of business.

Why did we acquire
Principal now?

Bradley: Over the past few years, we've been searchinE
to acquire. We've been very selective in our search and ha,
erect suitable, high-caliber companies. When Principal Heal
Florida became available, we evaluated it against our criter
was a good fit for us and for Principal's existing customers
products, networks and pricing were very similar to ours.

What ha6 happened

Bradley: Although we took over management and admi
Principal on Jan. , , Coventry Health Care, the former paren
Principal, is providing operational support to customers an,
until they convert to our products. We have on-site managt
working with Principal's employees to ensure that the trani
and that there is no disruption of care. Former Principal mt
see changes immediately, except for a new name - Health <
Inc. - on documents and checks. We created the new com�
the Principal business, which was part of the acquisition ag
efficiency and to minimize disruption to members, we will c
materials that exist with the Principal name on them over t
Members retain their existing coverage, see the same doctc
same pharmacies through their contract period. Groups tha
products on their anniversary date will then be serviced by
Blue Shield of Florida. Conversions began April , , although ,
some groups earlier than April.

to Principal '6

cu6tomer6?

Q U ESTI O N :

Will mo6t Principa l
cu6tomer6 choo6e o u r
product6 when it'6
time bor them to
renew?

Bradley: We think most members will be satisfied with
portfolio of products and services. They'll have a greater ra
to choose from - including H MO, PPO and traditional healt
They'll also have access to the broadest network of physici,
and other providers. And through our subsidiary, Florida Cc
can offer them an array of life, disability and workers' com1
ucts. While it's likely that we'll lose some of the Principal g
expect between 70 and 80% of Principal's groups to choose
when they come up for renewal. And because our retentior
88% - is one of the best in the industry, we anticipate servi
tomers for a long time.
C O N TI N U E:
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Q U ESTI O N :

Why did Health
Option6 purcha6e
Principal Health
Care ob Florida?

Bradley: We've been actively exploring ways to expand our business
so that we can continue to meet our commitment to provide affordable.
quality health care to Floridians. By acquiring Principal 's Florida business,
we'll gain up to 150,000 members, achieve economies of scale and increase
our revenue and our ability to support new investments in information
technology and customer service capabilities.

Q U EST I O N :

Why did w e acquire
Principal now?

Bradley: Over the past few years, we've been searching for companies
to acquire. We've been very selective in our search and have only consid
ered suitable, high-caliber companies. When Principal Health Care of
Florida became available, we evaluated it against our criteria and felt it
was a good fit for us and for Principal's existing customers because its
products, networks and pricing were very similar to ours.

Q U ESTI O N :

How 6ignibicant i6
thi6 increa6e in
memberohip?

Bradley: It's very significant. Typically, we experience growth of 7.5 to
8% a year. We'll increase membership 2 to 4% above our usual growth with
the acquisition alone.

Q U EST I O N :

What ha6 happened
to Principal 'o
cu6tomer6?

Q U ESTI O N :

Why i6 thio
acqui6ition
important?

Bradley: We're the No. 1 health care company in the state, and we're
working hard to maintain and strengthen that position. Acquisitions like
this one are crucial to our future success. Not only will the acquisition add
to our revenue, it also will give us enough size to continue to improve our
business and our operating performance. It also tests our ability to inte
grate a new company into our existing business structure. We expect to
learn a great deal as we go through this process and enhance our ability to
acquire companies in the future.

Q U ES T I O N :

/6 there 6ome aopect

Bradley: There are several hundred licensed insurance companies and
about 35 licensed HMOs competing for the same business in Florida. We've
predicted that three to five major players that focus on managed care will
eventually dominate the market. and that trend has already started. Cases
in point include Humana's acquisition of PCA and Aetna's announced plans
to acquire Prudential. Even after these competitor acquisitions, we'll still
have the largest membership base in the state. But we believe the Principal
acquisition is an important step in maintaining that position.

Bradley: Although we took over management and administration of
Principal on Jan. 1 , Coventry Health Care, the former parent company of
Principal, is providing operational support to customers and providers
until they convert to our products. We have on-site management teams
working with Principal's employees to ensure that the transition is smooth
and that there is no disruption of care. Former Principal members didn't
see changes immediately. except for a new name - Health Options Connect
Inc. - on documents and checks. We created the new company name for
the Principal business, which was part of the acquisition agreement. For
efficiency and to minimize disruption to members. we will continue to use
materials that exist with the Principal name on them over the next year.
Members retain their existing coverage, see the same doctors and visit the
same pharmacies through their contract period. Groups that convert to our
products on their anniversary date will then be serviced by Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida. Conversions began April 1, although we did renew
some groups earlier than April.

Q U EST I O N :

Will moot Pri ncipal
cuotomero choooe our
producto when it'6
time tor them to
renew?

Bradley: We think most members will be satisfied with our diverse
portfolio of products and services. They'll have a greater range of products
to choose from - including HMO, PPO and traditional health care plans.
They'll also have access to the broadest network of physicians. hospitals
and other providers. And through our subsidiary, Florida Combined Life. we
can offer them an array of life, disability and workers' compensation prod
ucts. While it's likely that we'll lose some of the Principal groups, we
expect between 70 and 80% of Principal's groups to choose our products
when they come up for renewal. And because our retention rate - at about
88% - is one of the best in the industry, we anticipate serving our new cus
tomers for a long time.
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ob the Florida health
care market that
makeo acquioition6
like thio neceooary?

Q U ESTI O N :

E:xactly what did
Health Optiono
purcha6e?

Bradley: We purchased 100 percent of the common stock of Principal.
which includes the commercial member and provider contracts and HMO
licenses and certificates. The sale does not include Principal's employees,
other company assets or its Medicare risk business in north Florida.

Q U ESTI O N :

How will the
acquioition abbect
our bottom line?

Bradley: We expect a loss the first year only. From the year 2000 on,
we should see a profit on the Principal book of business.
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The Principal ac quisition is good news
for our employees, our more than
2 million customers and other Floridians
because it helps maintain a strong,
focused Blue Cross and Blue Shield
plan in Florida. It shows that we're a
proactive and aggressive company
willing to take risks to maintain our
market leadership position.

Q U EST! 0 N :

What 6tep6 are we
taking to attract

Principal member6 ?

What change6 will
BCBSF/Health Option6
employee6 Jee a6 a
re6ult ot the
a cqui6ition?

Bradley: They may see some new faces at work because we need about
200 additional employees to service and manage the increased business.
For the employees who still work for Principal, we're helping them explore
career opportunities at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida and expect to
hire 60 to 70% of them to fill jobs here.

Q U ESTI O N :

Will thi6 acquiJition
reJult in any new
6ale6 opportunitie6 ?

Bradley: We're working with about 500 agents/brokers who were
working for Principal. Since we haven't worked with them in the past,
they'll open up exciting new avenues for sales.

Q U ESTI O N :

How 6hould
employee6, cu6tomer6
and the public view
thi6 acqui6ition?

Bradley: The Principal acquisition is good news for our employees, our
more than 2 million customers and other Floridians because it helps main
tain a strong, locally focused Blue Cross and Blue Shield plan in Florida. It
shows that we're a proactive and aggressive company willing to take risks
to maintain our market leadership position. We hope the acquisition will
send the message that we'll do whatever it takes to improve our company
and the service we provide to our customers.

Q U ESTI O N :

Are there more
acqui6ition6 planned
tor the tuture?

Bradley: One of our strategies includes expanding our customer base
through mergers, acquisitions or strategic alliances. We are actively explor
ing a number of corporate development opportunities. If and when we
finalize any such transaction, we would advise employees before any pub
lic announcement is made. -:

Q U ESTI O N :
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Bradley: Seventy percent of Principal's physicians and hospitals are
already in our networks. We're actively recruiting numerous Principal
providers who aren't i n our networks but who treat a sizable number of
Principal members. Other Principal physicians who apply for our network
will be given serious consideration. We know that members want to keep
seeing the doctors they trust, and we take that doctor-patient relationship
very seriously.

"On the surface that sounds good," says Scott. 'The problem is that
Medicare will use inpatient hospital encounter data to determine health
status." Using retrospective hospital admission data, Scott points out, runs
counter to the basic HMO concept. HMOs encourage preventive care, early
diagnosis and treatment, and the use of less costly care sites than hospi
tals. Under the new plan, the more an HMO keeps its members healthy and
out of hospitals, the more the HMO will be penalized. Payments for healthy
Medicare beneficiaries could decrease by 20%. Scott notes that the pay
ment model, devised by academics, is untested.
Also at issue is the question of compliance within unrealistic time
frames. The current law puts us in "monetary and criminal jeopardy if we
are not in compliance," Rehfus notes. In fact, the government a6ked
health plan6 to 6ign an abbidavit that they would comply with regula
tion6 not yet detennined by the Health Care Financing Admini6tration
(HCFA), the federal agency that oversees Medicare. A transition period of
one to three years to help health plans comply with the requirements
would be reasonable. We'd also like to see some flexibility in the rule that
would prohibit health plans that exit Medicare+Choice from returning to
that market for five years. The exclusion actually limits choices for
Medicare beneficiaries rather than expands them.
On a good note, the company's decision to remain in the market this
year and work with HCFA and Congress to bring about change has
received a positive response from the Florida Department of Insurance
and from members of the state's congressional delegation. In addition,
some concessions have been granted that provide additional time to
meet certain requirements.
We also enjoyed a robust rise in Medicare HMO enrollment. As seniors
dropped from other plans looked for coverage, many joined Medicare S

More. Nearly 10,000 seniors joined the plan Jan. 1.
But concern remains as to whether seniors in Medicare HM
to continue to enjoy the same benefits and value they historic;
For us, the burdensome law and its onerous regulations
continually review our participation in Medicare S More. H1
must file its year 2000 benefits schedule by July 1 . Since las·
been analyzing ways to reduce administrative and medical 1
increasing revenue, to stay in the market and remain viable
cutting benefits, raising co-payments for prescription drugs
premium, among others.
Scott says, "We have a financial strategy that calls for th
to produce a certain level of operating income. We have to
fit structure for the product that is appealing to the custom
us a financial return."
But business decisions stand or fall on more than dollars
also have a strategy that focuses on developing the care deli,
we want, and being able to deliver hundreds of thousands of
is essential to network growth. We also always consider how
might impact health care, the marketplace and the competiti,
Staying in the Medicare HMO market also will require a gr
the part of employees, who need to feel empowered to make
quality improvements. 'There will be a continuous ratcheting
enue and continued upward pressure on medical costs," Scot
need continuous improvement to survive, and the employee�
ny know best how to do that. When I sit down with employei
amazed at the quality and quantity of their knowledge about
and services. I feel extremely proud to be associated with pe,

pita! admission of two or more days. A risk adjustment method should aid
our health care system by encouraging efficient use of health care service; it
should not provide incentives for increased hospitalization, shifting valuable
revenues into less productive treatment.
That is the main reason we urge revising the current risk adjustment plan to allow for full study, refinement, and testing in a Medicare managed care envi
ronment, using both inpatient and ambulatory data. The method, not the con
cept, is faulty because it is incomplete and because it will be counter-productive.
In addition to the current model's conceptual flaws, it faces unresolved
data and systems issues. Perhaps the most serious is the Year 2000 (Y2K)
problem. As you know, Medicare sees Year 2000 compliance as important
enough to suspend a number of initiatives - including initiatives mandated
by Congress - to free resources to deal with Y2K systems issues.
A similar problem exists for plans in collecting the data needed to imple
ment a risk adjustment system. It takes major systems changes to gather,
format, and report the encounter data from providers needed for risk adjust
ment. We still have not received guidance from HCFA regarding the planned
October submission of ambulatory encounter data. Plans cannot afford to
divert Y2K resources this year.
Finally, at the same time that risk adjustment method creates incentives
to hospitalize patients - and after two years of 2% payment caps - HCFA esti
mates that its proposal will produce five-year payment reductions for

Medicare+Choice plans of $ 1 1 . 2 billion. Even with the propose
some of the plans that would otherwise again be capped at 2
their Year 2000 payment increase entirely offset.
In Florida, the 2% cap on revenue increases has applied ir
where our program operates; that means that the original 95
already been reduced to an average of 89%. To continue this
overlay risk adjustment will continue to widen the gap betw1
Medicare+Choice members. In fact, Miami would likely receh
next year, even with 10% phase in of risk adjusters. That will
bursement down to something like 80% to 85% of AAPCC, not
to most of us.
Therefore, because of its inpatient-only flaws. its unresol
with Y2K, and its compounded large impact on payment, the
approach to risk adjustment should be delayed. We recogniz
ing a valid program will be technically difficult and time-con
prospective risk assessment has never been easy and inexpe
forward to a continued dialogue with HCFA to build a better
adjustment and a more cost-effective Medicare+Choice progr

Since giving thi6 te6timony betore the U.S. Hou6e ob RepreJer
Committee on Commerce in February, Judy Di6cenza ha6 reti
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fORTlflE S OUR COMPETlTlVE STAND

lg in the Medicare HMO market
vill require a great effort on the
of employees, who need to feel
�mpowered to make continuous
y improvements . . . We will need
inuous improvement to s
the employees of this com
know best how to do that. "
V I CE PRESIDENT

u

- W. CHARUS SC OTT
OVER 65 SEGME N T CHA MPION

t h e R ec o r d
1B CB Sf COtlG RESSlON.Al J£SJ1MON.Y ON. .MIDlCAR£ +CHOlC£
and members of the subcommittee, 1 am Judith A. Discenza,
1d actuary for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. Risk
rocess that varies HMO reimbursements prospectively,
e expected health care needs of members. This concept is
!he insurance business. Actuaries believe that it is important
� with risk as closely as possible.
cheduled to be used next year, though, could produce out1 what is desired, and could ultimately cause additional
xit the program or reduce member benefits. There are three
most, the current approach to risk adjustment is biased
�ed care plans because it relies on inpatient data only;
are unresolved data and systems questions that will accen
Jlems of implementing the method; and
I lead to disproportionate reductions in payments to plans.
ions, BCBS of Florida urges delaying the current risk adjust-
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ment approach so that HCFA and the industry can study, refine and test an
improved model. We believe that a refined risk adjuster - without the prob
lems of an inpatient-only approach - will ultimately help to expand benefi
ciaries choices. But implementing a flawed, interim solution will only add to
the volatility already affecting the Medicare•Choice program.
First, why is the approach flawed? The risk adjustment method to be used
for the first four years is a proxy for true risk assessment. The substitute
method uses about 12% of inpatient admission types to determine the health
status of the entire population. This means that only those seniors who have
specific types of hospital stays factor into risk determinations. Those for
whom hospital stays are shortened or avoided are assumed to be in better
than average health. Serious, chronic, costly conditions can be ignored.
Unfortunately, this approach creates incentives for increased and unneces
sary hospitalization - exactly the opposite of what managed care tries to do.
These perverse incentives happen largely because there is no risk adjust
ment "score" for any member treated for a serious condition without a hos-

I N TODAY'S HI GHLY COM!PETITIVE HEALTH CARE MARKETPLACE, I T'S SIMPLY NOT ENOUGH TO
provide health care coverage at a low cost. As we continue our evolution
into a care management company, we must increase access to care, make
it simple to use and empower our members to take an active role in caring
for their health. And we must accomplish these goals while maintaining a
ow�cost for the salue we provide. As part of our Corporate Direction, this
philosophy is a driving force in how and the reason we develop new prod
ucts that will not only meet - but also exceed - our customers' needs
now and in the future.
Providing easy access to care, lowering medical costs and giving our
members added value were at the forefront in the development of one of
our newest products - the BlueCard PPO - introduced in January 1999. As
part of the BlueCard Program (BCP) - a program linking participating
health care professionals and Blues plans across the country - BlueCard
PPO enables us to capitalize on PPO capabilities developed by other Blues
Plans, and, in turn, reduce our members' out-of-pocket expenses and ben
efit from substantial medical cost savings.
Matthew McGivney, director, National House Market Segment, credits the
program's success to teamwork, quality and lower cost.
"The BlueCard Program has become synonymous with a portable
product," he says. " I t best demonstrates how the Blues plans work
together to provide health care to our members throughout the
country. Now we've expanded this program to include PPO
providers, a move that will provide our members access to
quality care at a lower cost. Since many of our own employees are enrolled in a PPO product, this new program will
greatly benefit them, too. "
With the BlueCard PPO, health care benefits travel with
members across the United States. Members who need
medical services when in another area with a BCP PPO
participating network can take advantage of the PPO level
of benefits and provider savings. And the BlueCard PPO
gives them plenty of choices - 95% of the U.S. population
are in service areas covered by Blue Cross and Blue Shield
PPOs. Members who need health care outside of Florida
simply use their ID card and call BlueCard Access at (800)
8 10-BLUE to locate the nearest BlueCard PPO participating
doctor or hospital. The program is identified to providers by
the "PPO in a suitcase" logo on the front of the card.
According to Darnell Smith, vice president, National
Operations, the BlueCard PPO program provides positive and
seamless service. As he explains it, the beauty of the program is that
C O N T/ N U £ D O N N [XT PA G [
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Th e government plan6 to arbitrarily cap increa6e6 i n

payment6 to HM06 bor M edicare benebiciarie6 to a
maximum ob 2%' per year. Limiting annual increa6e6
ignore6 the realitie6 ob the marketplace. Blue Cro66 and
Blue Shield ob Florida believe6 bair and rea6onable pay
ment inblation 6hould reblect actual medical co6t6, which are ri6ing
-4% to 6% annually.
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�· Most i1 nportantly, the
p rogra111 s upports our
marketing and manage d care
strategies by providing a
value -added ben efit and by
reducing costs . And because
it is a new way for th e Blue
Plans to do business together,
it will result in making us
rnore competitive in the
1n arketplace . Market
p enetration and profitability
results are expected
to be favorable . "
- MATTHEW Mc GlYNEY
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL /HOUSE MARKET
SEGMENT CHAMPION

if you have this benefit you won't even know it's working for you.
''Members who are traveling outside of Florida can easily access the
best care available to them at the same benefit level as if they were in
Florida. They can go where they need to without worrying about having to
pay huge out-of-pocket costs or an additional bill. And they don't have to
file any claims. There's no paperwork and no hassles," says Smith.
The BlueCard PPO program offers many advantages to our group cus
tomers, too," adds Keith Coker, vice president, National House Market
Segment Champion. "The employer benefits from the ability to access PPO
discounts of other plans when an employee uses the BlueCard PPO pro
gram, which, in turn, lowers their medical costs. Employers also continue
to receive important information on their claims that will help them man
age their benefits. The program is a "win win" for everyone involved.
Before the PPO product was developed, an in-depth analysis was done
to ensure that the product would meet our corporate objectives and fit
within our overall business plan. The BlueCard PPO program supports our
corporate objectives in several ways, according to McGivney.
"Most importantly," McGivney says, "the program supports our marketing
and managed care strategies by providing a value-added benefit and by
reducing costs. And because it's a new way for the Blue Plans to do business
together, it will result in making us more competitive in the marketplace.
Market penetration and profitability results are expected to be favorable."
The Blues brand enjoys a high recognition and image rating throughout
the country. The BlueCard PPO program will continue to enhance that
image as members experience the advantages of their PPO plan when they
travel, says Darnell Smith. As the BlueCard program evolves and plans
interact more closely with one another, customers both individuals and
groups will increasingly look at Blues plans as "worry free" providers of
access to health care.
"Our ultimate goal is to have our members think 'I don't have to worry
about my health care. 1 have Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida and I
know everything is taken care of'," says Smith.
Since Blues Plans across the country are considered market leaders in

A new method bor paying health plan6 penalize6
Medicare HMO6 bor having healthy member6. The whole
concept ob an HMO i6 preventive care to help people
May healthy. Under the new ri6k adju6tment mea6ure,
Medicare will pay private health plan6 more bor taking
care ob patient6 who are 6ick and le66 bor patient6 who are healthy.
The problem i6 that Medicare will u6e inpatient ho6pital encounter
data to determine health 6tatu6. U6ing retro6pective ho6pital admi66ion data run6 counter to the ba6ic HMO concept. HMO6 encourage
preventive care, early diagno6i6 and treatment, and the U6e ob le66
co6tly care 6ite6 than ho6pital6.
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re6pon6e trom the Florida Department ot ln6urance and
the Mate'6 congreMional
delegation. In addition, 6ome c
1
been granted th"a i provide additional time to meet certai

The current law put6 u6 in "monetary and criminal
jeopardy ib we are not in compliance. In bact, the
government a6ked health plan6 to 6 ign an abbidavit that
they would comply with regulation6 not yet determined
by the Health Care Financing Admini6tration.

al medical costs. which are rising 4% to 6% annually.
Another sticking point focuses on a new method for paying health
plans that penalizes Medicare HMOs for having healthy members. (See "For
the Record.") The whole concept of an HMO is preventive care to help peo
ple stay healthy. Currently, Medicare pays HMOs less per member than
what it actually costs to care for a beneficiary in the traditional fee-for
service Medicare plan. National ly, the average payment to HMOs is $5,800
per year per beneficiary, but payments vary according to demographic fac
tors such as age, sex and geographic region, which factors in cost of living.
Under the new risk adjustment measure, Medicare will pay private
health plans more for taking care of patients who are sick and less for
patients who are healthy. The bonus for ill patients will vary based on the
diagnosis. For example, the payment for patients with ovarian cancer will
be higher than those with breast cancer, because medical expenses nor
mally run higher for ovarian cancer. The new payment method will be
implemented gradually over five years beginning Jan. 1, 2000. As a result,
the government expects to save $200 million next year and a total of $1 1.2
billion over five years.
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According to Karl Smith, director of Consolidated lnterplan Operations,
developing a major product initiative like BlueCard PPO involves a wide

variety of internal resources. Employees from Marketing, Operations,
Membership and Billing, Legal Affairs, Health Care Services and

I

Geographical Business Unit Sales worked through the various issues
involved with launching this program. Smith's role involved mapping out the
project, going through the key components and implementing the program.
"The BlueCard PPO project involved significant human and technical
resources from all areas of the company. This talented group of profession

and6 tor <Stability. By pulling out when
t began to appear, we would have 6hattered
, truM in u6 and their Loyalty to u6. We
]
tent ob the Law to move more ob the Medicare
�
to HM06 or other Medicare+Choice pLan6 in
ce governmental expeme<S. That'6 con<Si<Stent
�et <Strategy and managed care <Strategy. "

als worked closely together for almost two years to develop and implement

the program on time and within budget. It was a challenging and personally
gratifying experience," says Smith.
One infrastructure change that played a significant role in the implemen

tation of the program was the change from IDPR to ITS, says Keith Coker,

vice president, National/House Market Segment Champion, who supported
the project from the sales and marketing perspective. The old IDPR system
had specific limitations that didn't support a smooth interface with other
Plans on our products. With the new system, Blues Plans can more easily
interact with each other.

:arr

As with any major project initiative, the biggest challenges in launch

ing this program were putting a high priority label on the project and get
ting the human and technical resources devoted to build the capabilities.
"A proj ect of this magnitude is extremely complex and it's sometimes
difficult to manage all the different internal resource components," says

Coker. "In addition, we had to work closely with the Association to blend

the technical resources from the other plans. The project was challenging
and time consuming, but ultimately we should see a significant net sales
gain and a positive impact on our financial performance."
According to Matthew McGivney, director, National House Market

Segment, one of the areas most impacted by this program was
Membership and Billing. Since this program affects all existing PPO

accounts, new ID cards with the PPO logo had to be produced and distrib
uted to current PPO members, a process that began Jan. 1, 1999, for all

existing eligible groups and will continue through the first half of the year.
This change will affect one million members. All new accounts that pur
chase a PPO product will automatically be enrolled in the BlueCard pro
gram and will receive ID cards with the "PPO in a suitcase" logo. II

� O V E R 6 5 SEGMENT CHAM P I O N

For Medicare HMOs ,
the '' choice ''
in Me dicare+C hoice
seems to b e :
lose monev or
lose more mone y.

that lost all their HMO coverage. Those who cannot afford supplement
policies that fill the gaps in Medicare coverage must rely solely on
Medicare and hope they don't get sick.

their geographic regions, doctors and hospitals who are part of a plan's
network will also benefit from the additional exposure to covered mem
bers, says Coker.
The added value of PPO B lueCard enhances our ability to grow market

Medicare+Choice seems to be: lose money or lose more money.
Daunted by the specter of 830 pages of regulations filled with onerous
reporting requirements and burdensome mandates (with a promise of more
to come), unrealistic time frames for implementation, and limits on future
payments, some HMOs chose to exit the market rather than add more red ink

tive in the marketplace.
"This program opens up new markets for us," says McGivney. "We can

But if seniors feel trapped, so, too, are Medicare HMOs caught between
a rock and a hard place. For Medicare HMOs, the "choice" in

to an already losing proposition. Half of the states (including Florida) saw
health care companies shut down their Medicare HMO operations. At Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, we evaluate the impact on a daily basis.

Why, then, has Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's Health Options
committed to continue serving our senior customers with our Medicare lJ
More product through 1999? More importantly, what will it take to stay in
the market in the year 2000 and beyond?
According to W. Charles Scott, vice president and Over 65 segment
champion, "Our name stands for stability. By pulling out when problems

first began to appear, we would have shattered our customers' trust in us
and their loyalty to us." Scott further points out: "We support the intent of
the law to move more of the Medicare population into HMOs or other
Medicare+Choice plans in order to reduce governmental expenses. That's
consistent with our market strategy and managed care strategy."
Despite the law's good intention, however, Scott says, "the law went
too far. But we need to stay in the business as long as we can in order to
be at the table to effect any change."

Melissa Rehfus, vice president, Public Policy, says when we work to
effect change, our first consideration is how it affects our customers.
Because adhering to the new regulations is costly while reimbursement is
lower, our customers would see reduced benefits and less value. Yet,
Congress intended the program to have greater benefits and more value.
The government plans to arbitrarily cap increases in payments to HMOs
for Medicare beneficiaries to a maximum of 2% per year. Limiting annual
increases ignores the realities of the marketplace. Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida believes fair and reasonable payment inflation should reflect actues

Spring 1999

share and boost retention of existing accounts making us more competi

now sell our PPO products to employers located here who have employees
who routinely travel or have a small number of employees living�outside of
Florida. This gives us access to many Florida-based employers and gener
ates profitable new growth."
Cathy Gibson, director of Legal Affairs, also emphasizes the importance
of the program in boosting retention of our existing business.
"Our accounts don't have to look elsewhere for a PPO product We can
now compete with other health care providers who offer PPO plans across
the country," says Gibson. 'There are more doctors in Blues plans networks
than any commercial insurer. Since we offer broader access and more avail
ability to PPO doctors, we have a significant advantage over our competition."
As Gibson explains, this latest addition to the BlueCard program is just
the next step in a constantly evolving program. As we strive to create bet
ter products to serve our customers and meet our corporate objectives,

this program will be expanded to include other products, such as point-of
service products And, Coker adds, since we are highly respected by other
plans for our business and technical knowledge as wel l as the marketing

viability of these types of programs, we wil l be looked upon as leaders in
moving these programs forward.
Because we are health care recipients ourselves, it only makes sense
that we continue to develop programs that will provide a positive experi
ence for our members, says Gibson. "The initiative for the B lueCard pro

gram is to provide access to doctors and hospitals across the country and
give our members added value benefits that wil l enable them to better
manage their health care. And, in doing so, it will make us a more competi
tive and successful company. One that we can all be proud of." II
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SENIOR PROJECT CONSULTANT. QUALITY MANAGEMENT. JACKSONVILLE

"I think the best change at BCBSF has been moving most of the areas of
the company in Jacksonville over to the Deerwood Corporate Campus. The
campus provides an easier way for us to meet. The closeness also facilitates
cooperation between the various divisions and that helps to move things
forward more rapidly and efficiently."

MARIA CUETO

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY B. SALES. MIAMI
"The best change I've seen at BCBSF during the last year is the continuing

development of the Geographic Business Unit concept. I can only speak for
the South GBU, but since its creation, I do know there is more communica
tion, interaction and participation between the Geographic Business Units
and Corporate than there was in the past. " ;;

OlCt

THAT'S HOW MANY SENIOR CITIZENS FEEL - ESPECIALLY THOSE WHO WERE IN A MEDICARE HMO THAT

"As a Provider Liaison with Virtual Office, I have the opportunity to assist
different providers' offices with their VO and business issues. I get to see

them. As with any new program, VO has had its problems. But, when you
look over the past year, you can see the improvements."

exited the market at year-end, as the government's new Medicare+Choice

What is the

B EST

C HAN G E

you've seen
at BCBSF
during the
past year ?

program took effect with the new year. The program Congress created in
1997 was supposed to expand the health care plan choices available to
seniors and save the federal government $115 billion over five years.
Instead, not only did new companies not step up to the table. many of

the ones who were already there left the market. Consequently, on Jan. 1
many seniors found themselves without HMO coverage and without any
choice. However well intentioned, the 1997 legislation that created
Medicare+Choice precipitated the loss of HMO coverage for 450,000
Medicare beneficiaries nationwide, more than 66,ooo in Florida.
Some seniors can't afford traditional Medicare or Medicare supplement
policies that offer fewer benefits than their former HMO plans.
Unfortunately, there are no other alternatives in the nine Florida counties

CONTINU£D ON N[XT PA G [

Wh a t

lS MIDlCAR.£ CHOICE?

Congress created Medicare+Choice in 1997 when the Balanced Budget Act

(BBA) was signed into law. The BBA was intended to provide a foundation for
balancing the federal budget and keeping it balanced. The strategy was to
gain control of federal health care expenditures, especially Medicare. Thus,

the BBA includes a provision that created Medicare+Choice.

The Medicare+Choice program was designed to slow the projected growth
in Medicare benefit costs by $115 billion between 1998 and 2002 by cutting
reimbursements paid to hospitals, physicians and other health care

providers, and managed care plans. The program also expanded the types of
health plans that provide Medicare coverage, with the notion that savings
would accrue from increased competition among a greater number of health
care plans.
In addition to Medicare alone, traditional fee-for-service Medicare sup
plements and Medicare HMOs, options include:

• Provider-Sponsored Organizations (PSOs) - groups of doctors and
hospitals that contract directly with Medicare and form their own net

work to enroll and treat beneficiaries for a fixed, agreed-upon payment
amount. Like HMOs and other Medicare+Choice plans, PSOs assume full
financial risk for providing required Medicare benefits.

• Preferred Provider Organizations (PPOs) - groups of doctors and
hospitals that contract directly with an insurance company to serve a

group of people enrolled in that company's coverage. Rates charged for

16
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PROVIDER LIAI SON, VIRTUAL OFFICE, GAINESVILLE

how Virtual Office is currently being used and, as new enhancements/releas
es are added, see and hear how much providers are enjoying their VO expe
riences. They are very excited about Virtual Office and the potential it offers

•

treating enrollees are negotiated and are lower than the
non-enrollees.
• Private Fee-for-Service Plans - private plans that OJ
original Medicare plan. Beneficiaries can choose their 01

providers. There is no limit to the amount that these pla
for premiums. They pay providers a negotiated amount I
Physicians cannot charge patients more than 15% above
agreed-upon payment.
• Medicare Medical Savings Accounts (MSAs) - an ac
for qualified medical expenses. Only a total of 390,000 <
beneficiaries will participate in this test program. Those
this option purchase a high-deductible, catastrophic hea
policy (up to a $6,000 deductible in 1999). At the very le

covers services made available under Medicare Parts A ,
deductible has been met. Medicare pays the policy prerr
remainder of any Medicare monies left over after the pr
placed in the beneficiary's MSA, which he or she can usE
expenses. Beneficiaries may use any doctor or hospital,
limit on the amount providers may charge.
• Religious Fraternal Benefit Society Plans (RFBs) IRS-qualified religious or fraternal benefit societies to rr
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CREAJlN_G A POSITlYE
UNDER THE GLARE O F TELEVISION LIGHTS, ANITA HILL YEARS AGO FOCUSED THE NATION'S ATTENTION
on a problem that was not wel l understood or frequently discussed. When
she accused then U.S. Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas of sexual
harassment, news reports brought what many considered private matters
into Americans' homes.
Today, sexual harassment is no longer a taboo subject. In fact, many of

the 1 997 legislation that
created Medicare+Choice
precipitated the loss of
Medicare beneficiaries

••• •

nationwide, more than

make it clear that offensive behavior is unlawful and unacceptable here.
"We're taking a more aggressive approach to training than we have in
the past because we think all employees should work in a professional
environment in which they are treated with respect and dignity," says
Laurie J. Chobanian, manager, Employee Relations. " The program is
designed to support a positive work environment so that employees can
perform their jobs well and contribute to the company's success."

The updated program, which was rolled out last October, includes a ses
sion for employees and a session for managers. Participation is mandatory.
Two types of sexual harassment are prohibited by federal and state law

Quid
p ro quo
The mo6t recognized
harm oh oexual
haraoment, it
typical ly occuro
when one employee
who hao power ouer
another baoeo
employment

decioiono or

expectationo on the
oubordinate 't,
willingneM or
unwillingneM to
grant oexual havoro.
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Two types of sexual harassment are illegal

66 � 000 in Florida .

s
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us think we know all there is to know about sexual harassment. But do
we? The answer is probably not.
A broad range of behaviors can be considered harassment. Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) has a Harassment Prevention and Training
Program in place to help employees understand what harassment is and to

However well intentioned,

HMO coverage for 450, 000

en t

arass

and forbidden at BCBSF. The most recognized form - called quid pro quo
- typically occurs when one employee who has power over another bases
employment decisions or expectations on the subordinate's wil lingness or
unwillingness to grant sexual favors.
Examples of this type of harassment include:
• Demanding sexual favors in exchange for a promotion or raise;

• Disciplining or firing a subordinate who ends a romantic relationship; and
• Changing performance expectations after a subordinate refuses
repeated requests for a date.

Offensive behavior
is unlawful and
unacce p table here .

If you are breathing a sigh of relief thinking you don't engage in these
types of behaviors, think again. Sexual harassment can be less obvious, as

when a behavior creates a hostile environment for another employee.
These behaviors may be verbal, visual, written or physical.

Employees may create a hostile environment for other employees with
behaviors that:
• Focus on the sexuality of another person or occur because of the
person's gender;
• Are unwanted or unwelcome; and
• Are severe enough to affect the person's work environment.
Examples of behaviors that may create a hostile environment include:
telling off-color jokes; repeated teasing; displaying suggestive pictures,

CONTINUE:D ON N[XT PAGE:
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calendars, cartoons or other objects; excessive attention, such as sending
love letters; or repeated requests for dates.

h e er o n e

a b O U t . . . ?.

jj

Telling joke6 on the job may 6eem like a
harmleM way to paM the time, but have
you ever thought about the impact your
joke6 or com ment6 may have on your
coworken?
Jou may be telling a· triend a joke that
you know won 't ouuend him or her. but the
per6on in the next cubicle who can overhear
you may not be 60 inclined.
E:ven it your behavior i6 not intended to
haraM anyone, you may be creating a ho6tile environment tor othen it your behavior
ottend6 them and attect6 their work.
So what'6 a budding comic to do? Be
6en6itive to behavior6 that may attend oth
er6. It you wouldn 't tell a joke or di6play a
po6ter to your parent6. 6ibling6 or 6igniM
cant other6, you probably 6houldn 't do it in
the work place.

"What makes this type of harassment more difficult to grasp is that the
definition of what is offensive is in 'the eye of the beholder,'" says Suzanne
Horne, assistant general counsel for BCBSF. "You may not think your jokes
are offensive, but if they make someone feel uncomfortable or are 'unwel
come,' they may constitute harassment."
BCBSF's program targets more than sexual harassment. It prohibits any
harassment based on someone's race, color, sex, national origin, marital
status, religion, age, veteran status or disability.

M E D_I C A R E
C H Ol C E
The choice oeemo to
be looe m o n ey or
looe m o re m o n ey.
The q u eoti o n io:
Ca n we m a ke it
work bor uo ?

Offenders come in all shapes and sizes

Sexual harassment doesn't have to involve a disparity of power. While
the offender can be a supervisor, it also can be a coworker or even a non
employee, such as a customer or vendor.

Although most people think harassment involves a man harassing a
woman, the truth is anyone can harass anyone. Women can harass men,
men can harass men, and women can harass women. In fact. harassment
doesn't even have to be intentional or directed at a particular person.

Employee responsibility

When it comes to sexual harassment. employees from all departments
and all levels within the company have very specific responsibilities. First
and foremost, employees should act professionally at all times and avoid

behaviors that may harass or offend another.
If you believe you have been harassed, you have a responsibility to
inform the offender that the behavior is not welcome and request that it
not occur again. If the offender doesn't stop or you feel uncomfortable dis
cussing it with the offender, report the situation promptly to an immediate
supervisor, any member of management, the Employee Relations

Department. the Corporate Compliance Officer or the Legal Affairs Division.
"People are often afraid to report harassment for fear of retaliation or
other negative consequences. such as losing their job, being rejected by

l

coworkers. being labeled a troublemaker. not being believed or being

wrong,'' says Horne. "But we don't tolerate retaliation against employees
who make a complaint in good faith or who assist in an investigation."
All complaints are taken seriously. Employee Relations, in conjunction
with the Legal Department. conducts an investigation as soon as possible
after a complaint is received. As part of the investigation, Employee

Relations interviews those involved, reviews relevant documents and
takes corrective action up to termination. Involved parties are informed of
the investigation's outcome.

Employees are asked not to discuss the situation or the investigation
with coworkers so that Employee Relations can keep the complaint as con
fidential as possible.
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SEXUAL-HARASSMENT
Th ere 'o juot n o
p l a ce t o r i t i n
a pooitive
workplace.

t

"The message we want to convey is that Blue Cross and Blue Shield of

Florida does not ignore this type of behavior because we care about the
well being of all our employees, " says Chobanian. ;;
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VAGING TRANSITIONS: MAKING TH[ MOST OF
Change, William Bridges begins by say

ing, "It isn't the changes that do you
in, it's the transitions. " He goes on to
explain that change is what happens
external ly, while transition is what
happens internal ly. Change, he says,
wil l not work without transition.
Successfu l transition depends on how well
we understand what's happening "out
there" so we can respond "in here" appropri
ately. It means letting go of something, and, at
the very least, we can define something as "the
way we've always done it."
This issue of Per6pective6 is about nothing i f not
about change and transition. From our acquisition of
Principal Health Care of Florida to the impact of the
Balanced Budget Act, we are continuously moving from change
to transition. The constant movement is not without pain, but our
ability to make transitions with relative ease will defi ne our future.
We're making great progress:
• With the Principal Health Care of Florida acquisition we've developed new
ski l ls and earned a new reputation. We know the ins and outs of finding the right
company to purchase and move its customers into our business. And, perhaps
even more importantly, the industry knows without a doubt that we intend to
strengthen and maintain our leadership in the market. Jack Bradley shares more
about the acquisition in our QuA Interview.
• More serious change and transition is on the horizon with Medicare + Choice.
The impact of the Balanced Budget Act - or BBA - and its subsequent
Medicare+Choice program has not been easy for us or our senior members. While
the intentions behind the new rules were noble, the reality has been a nightmare
for many HMO companies, senior beneficiaries and health care providers. To find
out more, check out "Medicare + Choice: Can we make it work for us?"
• By now, you've probably attended a training session on sexual harassment, and
for some it's meant a change in behavior and attitudes. We've chosen to reinforce
those messages in this issue. Basically, a positive work environment is everybody's
business if we're to strengthen our leadership as a company, and we're committed to
supporting efforts that help employees contribute the company's success.
• One of our favorite features is Bright I deas. where employees share their views
on a certain topic. This time we asked about the best change at BCBSF in the last
year - and the answers are refreshing. They also reassure us that employees are
more than wil ling to make change work through transition.
We hope you enjoy this issue. We invite you to tell us what's on your mind by
voice at (904) 905-3047 or email (Blue Views) or fax (904) 905-6638. Or, if you prefer,
you can send us your letter to the editor (fax, email or interoffice mail - DCC 3-4). HI
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How much do you know about 6exual haraMment? An6wer the
tallowing que6tion6 "true" or "tal6e. " The correct an6wer6 and
explanation6 tor them are below.
1. It co6t6 a company even when they "wi n " a haraMment ca6e.
2. Inve6tigation6 ot haraMment complaint6 are conducted by 6upervi6or6.
3. Both men and women can be victim6 ot uxual haraMment.
4. Quid pro quo i6 an ob6cure Lati. n phra6e that mean6 buy low, 6ell high.
5. £mployee6 who a re the target ot unwelcomed or unwanted
behavion have a re6pon6ibility to 6peak up.

M a n a g ers
Pm m r o l e
lN SUPPORTlNG
COMPANY POUCY

"Change will no
work without
transition. Succes
transition depends o
how well we underst
what's happening

" D lfJ JR.ER£ "

so we can respond

" lN_ KE Rf "

appropriately. "

Manager6 can help en6ure that their
work unit i6 tree trom all type6 ot haraM
ment by tallowing the6e gui.deline6:
• Be a po6itive role model;
• Monitor the environment ot your work
unit a nd eliminate behavior6 that may
con6titute haraMment;
• Di6courage ottice dating and tlirting;
• Immediately report poMible haraMment
to employee Relation6;
• Support i nve6tigation6 and a ny
di6ciplinary action that m ay re6ult; and
• Talk with new empl.oyee6 or new
member6 ot your unit about our 6exual
haraMment policy and guideline6.
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to view the contribution ot your W Qrk in a larger tramework
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With everything you and your employees have t o worry ab out,

what

have to wor,y about health care, t oo? Get a prescription f or peace
and Blu e Shield

An dfor you .
871 8
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ef Florida and ask about business solutions that ma , ,, :

1- 800- 766 - 37 37
or www.bcb sfl .com
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